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The complete Bill Draft Request (BDR) list for the 2015 Legislative Session is now available on the Legislature's web site (www.leg.state.nv.us). The BDRs listed below are being tracked by PERS’ staff for potential impact to the Retirement System. Currently, there is no additional language available for these BDRs. Once the BDR is introduced as a bill and the language is available, the Retirement Board will determine their position on the bill which staff will then post. This list will be updated monthly.

BDR #184 – Assemblyman Kirner – Creates the Interim Task Force to examine alternatives to the current Public Employees’ Retirement System.

BDR #185 – Assemblyman Kirner – Revises provisions governing the Public Employees’ Retirement Board.

BDR #384 – Public Employees’ Retirement System – Revises provisions governing the Public Employees’ Retirement System.

BDR #385 – Public Employees’ Retirement System – Revises provisions governing personnel of the Public Employees’ Retirement System.

BDR #496 – Nevada Supreme Court – Revises provisions relating to the Judicial Retirement System.

BDR #569 – Assemblyman Armstrong – Revises provisions governing actuarial services for the Public Employees’ Retirement System.

BDR #682 – Assembly Committee on Government Affairs – Revises provisions governing the membership of the Public Employees’ Retirement Board.